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LIG HTS, CAM E RA, ACTION!
LAU R E N S M ITH

As promised last quarter, here are our photos from our last team event! Amanda organised a fun filled
outing for the team as we played paparazzi around Sydney CBD. Points were gained for photos with
certain landmarks or in peculiar situations; so we broke off into 4 teams and raced against the clock
to get the most photos and hopefully some points! Some teams returned from their race puffed and
exhausted from having run everywhere, while others returned in fits of laughter with ridiculous photos
barely worth any points. All of us had a brilliant time and had many great stories to tell, (along with a
bit of team pride banter) over some drinks and snacks at The Menzies hotel at the end of the day.
With the end of financial year approaching the team at Quinns is going to be at its busiest, so
everyone took time to relax and live it up over the Easter long weekend. Once again we saw team
members set off around the globe; Michael and Deb went to China and Andrew flew over to London
and caught a glimpse of the Royal couple!

S TA R L I G H T C H I L D R E N ' S F O U N D AT I O N
This quarter we decided to get behind the team at Starlight Children’s Foundation Australia and
celebrate Starlight Day (usually May 7th) by throwing a Star Party.
The Starlight Children’s Foundation is a charity dedicated to brightening the lives of seriously ill
and hospitalised children and their families. They provide in-hospital and community based
programs and initiatives and have a presence in 168 hospitals nationally.
The Starlight Children’s Foundation relies on the support of the community, both physically
and financially. In Australia, one child is admitted to hospital every minute and so the need is
always increasing. We loved taking the opportunity to celebrate and support the foundation by
decorating, eating, raising some money and taking time out from our busy weeks to
spend together.

For any assistance please contact Quinns on 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
The Quinn Group is an integrated, accounting, legal, and financial planning practice, offering expert advice to help you achieve your business and
personal goals. With more than 20 years professional experience, we are committed to building long-lasting relationships and providing you with
superior client service in a timely and cost-effective manner. We offer our clients the unique opportunity to receive both financial and legal advice,
at five convenient locations around Sydney and at times that suit you.

Disclaimer: The contents of this document titled “The Quintessential Brief” (the ‘Material’) are provided as general information only. It is not intended to be given as advice and should not be
relied upon as such. If you are concerned about any issue raised by the Material then you should seek your own professional advice. No warranty is given in relation to the accuracy, currency or
completeness of the Material. No reader should act on the basis of any matter contained in this publication without first obtaining specific professional advice. Liability limited by a scheme approved
under Professional Standards Legislation. The Quinn Group respects your privacy. Should you not wish to receive this newsletter in the future please contact us on 1300 784 667.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)

© 2011 The Quinn Group (Australia) Pty Ltd.

If you would like to donate or volunteer with the Starlight Children’s Foundation, please visit
www.starlight.org.au. Also, if there is a charity or foundation that you would like us to
support, please email info@quinns.com.au and let us know about it.
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From the Desk

Marketing News
Social media comprises a variety of mediums for social interaction that can help small
businesses to create, build and maintain relationships with potential or existing customers and
industry experts. It can be an extremely effective way of engaging your market and allows you
to leverage your business.
Amongst the social media offerings available to small businesses, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube
and LinkedIn are the most commonly used websites available.

MICHAEL QUINN
Welcome to the June 2011 issue of The
Quintessential Brief. The end of the financial
year is fast approaching, as are frosty
mornings and a greater appreciation for hot
cups of tea.
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You may notice a few changes in this edition.
We have introduced a new regular item,
‘Quinns in the Community’, which will highlight
the fundraising activities we have been
involved in each quarter. There are so many
groups in our community that can do with
a helping hand and as a team we decided
this was something we would like to do on
a regular basis as our way of support. So,
each month we will keep you updated with
all the details. We hope you enjoy hearing
about our endeavours and hopefully you may
be inspired to make your own contribution in
some way. We certainly have had fun so far!
In our legal section this quarter we examine
the changes every trust owner, or potential
owner, needs to be aware of that can lead to
trust resettlements being required. We also
look at a variety of reasons why it is important
to have a succession plan for your business.
There are many financial considerations that
you need to be aware of before purchasing
an investment property. We outline a few
of these for budding, and experienced,
investors to take on board. Since it is time
for businesses to start preparing for the end
of financial year and to get their accounts in
order, we provide some suggestions to help

www.quinns.com.au

through this period and potentially legally
minimise your tax.
We explore SME governance and the policies
and mechanisms that can be set in place to
administer and direct your business and if
your business is experiencing or expecting
growth, then you may also like to read our
article on planning for business growth.
Clarity Marketing examines the value of
goodwill and feedback; as well as the
importance of social media for your business.
We hope that you find the information
contained in The Quintessential Brief
beneficial. If there are any legal, tax or
accounting issues that you would like us to
address in future editions, please contact us
on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website www.
quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.
You can also register online to receive the
latest legal, accounting and financial news
update each week via our Client Alerts.
Regards,
Michael

A social networking website that can be used
to keep in touch with clients, colleagues and
potential customers. Create a Facebook page
for your business – a page typically contains
basic business information, events and images
that can help to create awareness and build
your brand. Share corporate events and
monitor your reputation online by checking how
many people “Like” your page.

A social media platform that allows you to
view, share and upload videos. By creating
tutorials, behind-the-scenes videos and
staff interviews, businesses can now
communicate with their target market in
a more engaging fashion. Additionally, by
creating innovative and exciting videos,
businesses can differentiate themselves
from their competitors and create a lasting
impression.

A social media platform that allows you
to update your current status, known as
“Tweets”, to let others know what you
and your business are up to. Follow other
users to receive live updates about other
businesses and individuals. Grow your
network and discuss “trending” topics on
Twitter with users that are interested in the
same things you are.

A professional networking website that
allows professionals to build relationships
with other professionals. Users can upload a
resume, create a career profile and discuss
career related topics in the LinkedIn forum.
An increasing number of businesses are
using LinkedIn to recruit, bypassing the
need for human resource firms and their
expensive fees. Users can also recommend
others for job openings and connect them to
professionals in their network.

Social media is a powerful tool available to individuals and businesses. When using social media it
is important to create compelling content, grow your community, expand your network and engage
other users. Remember, it is all about getting your business out there!
If you have any questions or would like help with integrating social media into your existing
marketing campaign, contact Deborah Quinn from Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or email
dcq@claritymarketing.com.au.

Suite 103, Level 1, 105 Pitt St Sydney NSW 2000
P: 0411 139 881 E: dcq@claritymarketing.com.au
www.claritymarketing.com.au

Giving your
Customers More
There has been a lot of talk in the business
world today about the importance of
goodwill. Goodwill is an intangible asset
defined as a kind feeling of approval and
support. It adds value to the company
based on admiration and is of great
importance to businesses. This can add
to the appeal of the product or service on
offer and can even protect your business’
good name against unforeseen incidents.
Some of the aspects of managing goodwill
include the following:

Managing Expectations
The gap between expectation and
experience can make the difference
between success and failure. Large gaps
often result in lower purchases, whereas
small gaps can lead to higher purchases
and increased trust in the business.
Make it very clear what your clients
should expect. Create realistic
expectations of your business - don’t
make ‘puffed-up promises’.
Monitor the experience - make sure it
measures up with what you have said.
Have back-up measures in place in case
something goes wrong.

Listening Smarter
One of the many criticisms that clients
are expressing about companies is their
inability to listen to their concerns. This
fact is alarming as businesses can improve
services and product offerings based on
feedback from clients. Make sure that you:
Demonstrate that your business wants
to listen by offering feedback options.
Let clients lead the conversation by
asking open-ended questions.
Respond to client feedback. Let them
know that what they have said is valued
by thanking them.
It is essential to integrate these activities
into your existing marketing plan in order to
maximise communication with your clients.
If you would like advice on how to develop
goodwill in your business, contact Deborah
from Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or
email info@claritymarketing.com.au.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Small Business News
Many businesses do not plan for growth, but just
take challenges as they come. Without planning,
your business may encounter difficulties or
lose sight of its goals. Growth can come from a
range of sources including a widened product
range, an expanded capacity to serve more
customers, or entering new markets. Each
source of growth comes with different benefits
as well as different time and monetary costs.
You should always prepare for growth. Some
important things to consider if you are looking
to grow your business include:
1. Hire ahead of the need – if the goal is growth,
make sure you hire people who will be able to
perform in a larger role and company. Their
natural growth will boost your own.
2. Be ready to adjust your own role – as the
business grows, you’ll have to learn to trust
your employees and to delegate tasks.

4. Speak to professionals – you will benefit from
an objective viewpoint and advice about your
business. Identify the experts you need to
speak to, listen to them and learn from their
advice.
5. Improve processes – consider whether you
will need to change your business structure,
implement different practices, or meet
new obligations. Define clear channels of
communication and intuitive systems for your
operations.

Legal News
It’s important to always be ready for the next
phase of the business life cycle. Here at
The Quinn Group, our experienced team of
accountants can assist you in preparing for
growth as well as creating and maintaining a
business plan. For more information visit
www.quinns.com.au or call us on 1300 QUINNS.

6. Explore new possibilities and options –
investigate new technologies that can build
efficiency or customer relations, consider new
methods of advertising and distribution, or
conduct research and create an analysis of
the market to try and foresee where growth is
possible or likely.

As the old adage states, “fail to plan and
you plan to fail”. While this may seem a little
worn out, it is still very relevant and true,
particularly when it comes to business. Most
businesses are the result of many years of
hard work and dedication. However, owners
often fail to consider what may happen if
they are suddenly unable to turn up to work,
or if they haven’t adequately planned for
their retirement. Though it is not necessarily
a pleasant thing to think about, much like
making or updating a Will, the last thing
you want is for those years of hard work
to all come to a grinding halt because you
did not consider and implement a business
succession plan.
Business succession planning refers to
assessing, devising and implementing “exit
strategies” for the business owner or owners.

3. Stay conscious of the financial state of the
business – do regular cash-flow planning and
projecting, stick with planned budgets where
possible and consider all possible outcomes
when taking financial risks.

Governing
your Business
Governance focuses on the policies and
mechanisms set in place to administer
and direct your business. Although
many believe that corporate governance
is something reserved only for large
corporations, this is not true. In fact,
good governance is vital to the growth
and success of any business regardless
of size or industry.
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The key values that form the basis of
governance are:
Integrity
Leadership
Competence
Enterprise
Fairness
Commitment
Confidence
Respect
Accountability
Transparency
Governance consists of strategic
planning, appropriate business conduct,
ethical behaviour, ensuring the business
meets compliance requirements, quality
assurance, good human resource
practices, and assessing and managing
business risk.

www.quinns.com.au

Remember that it is important to make
decisions, regardless of the size of your
business, about how you will govern it.
These decisions and processes should
be implemented in such a way that they
filter through all management levels and
impact staff. Creating an atmosphere
where these key values are characteristic
of all staff members and managers is
one of the key performance indicators
for success, as well as staff satisfaction.
Good business governance can help
you to create and implement successful
strategies for your business, giving you
the confidence and determination to
overcome any challenges your business
may face in the future. If you would like
to discuss business governance or get
any SME advice please call The Quinn
Group on 1300 QUINNS.

Trust
Resettlement

Making changes in
your trusts may trigger
a resettlement.

This may be for when there is an unexpected
need for a new owner – such as in the case
of death, disability or significant trauma – or
used for planning for the future, such as
the business owner/s going into retirement,
passing the business on to a family member,
or selling it to a completely unrelated party.
When implemented correctly, a business
succession plan can assist you to address
the issues of when and how the changes to
ownership and management will occur. It can
also help your business to have an improved
chance of survival and success when the
transition to new ownership or management
takes place.
Effective business succession planning
should be concerned with the logistical and
day-to-day implications for the business
should the owner not be around. This

If you are thinking about implementing
modifications to your existing trust, it
is important to consider whether such
changes could result in the requirement
for resettlement of the trust. When a
resettlement happens the original trust
is said to have come to an end, and is
replaced by the new trust. This means
the original trust is deemed to have sold
all of the assets to the new trust for their
market value on the day of resettlement.
As a result, the resettlement of a trust
may also carry various tax implications
for the trustee including capital gains tax,
an inability to recoup tax loss (revenue or
capital) or stamp duty.
For a resettlement to occur there must be
a ‘fundamental change’ in the nature and
character of the trust relationship. This
will depend on the nature and extent of
the change. Adjustments likely to result
in the creation of a new trust are:
changing the beneficial interest in
trust property,

includes considering who will manage the
operations and/or be the new owner and how
the succession would impact the spouse or
beneficiary of the exiting party. Essentially
a risk management strategy, business
succession planning should also involve any
other entities that are operated, managed or
owned by you or your business.
It is extremely important to have plans in place
that will protect not only your lifestyle interests
and needs, but also your intentions for your
business. The Quinn Group are able to provide
business owners with personalised advice on
securing the future of their business.
For more information on succession planning
for your business, call The Quinn Group on
1300 QUINNS or visit our website to submit
an online enquiry at www.quinns.com.au.

adding a new class of beneficiaries
or type of beneficiary,
redefining a class of beneficiaries,
changing terms of the trust or the
rights or obligations of the trustee,
changing the termination date of the
trust (vesting date), and
changing the trust in ways that are
not contemplated by the original
trust deed.
It is important to note that these changes
will not always cause a problem, however
it is necessary that all consequences
are cautiously considered before any
changes are made. In many cases, it may
be practical to obtain a private binding
ruling from the Australian Taxation Office
before making changes to a trust deed.
If you have any questions about
amending your trust or a potential trust
resettlement, contact The Quinn Group
today on 1300 QUINNS or online at
www.quinns.com.au.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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important dates

Accounting News
13 June

With the end of the financial year approaching,
now is a prime time to start preparing for your
business tax return. Planning for the end of
financial year is usually commenced in March as
it gives you time to organise yourself and create
appropriate tax plans to implement before you
have to lodge your returns.

Queen’s Birthday
Public Holiday
30 June

End of 10/11 Financial Year
2 July

Start of School Holidays in NSW
17 July

End of School Holidays in NSW
28 July

Quarter 4 (Apr – Jun 2011)
Quarterly BAS due
GST Installment due
PAYG Installment due
Superannuation Guarantee
Contributions to be made
1 August

NSW Bank Holiday
14 August

Final date for lodgement of the
PAYG Withholding Payment
Summary Annual Report

With a multitude of perplexing figures and
overwhelming paper work, it is understandable
that tax time can become very confusing for
tax payers. Generally speaking, anyone who
earns over the tax free threshold during the
course of a financial year (1 July – 30 June)
is required to submit an individual tax return to
the Australian Tax Office.
In order to simplify the tax system and
the processes involved in completing your
individual tax return, The Quinn Group has
introduced the FREE Tax Record Kit. The easy
step by step guide will help you to gather all
of the information and documents required to

prepare your tax return. Simply complete the
Tax Record Kit, send it back and for a fixed
fee we will take care of the rest for you.
Here at The Quinn Group we can help you to
legally minimise the amount of tax that you
are required to pay. All existing tax clients will
receive their FREE Tax Record Kit in the mail
in early July, so keep your eye out. If you have
not done your tax with us before and would
like to receive a copy, visit our website
www.quinns.com.au to submit an online
enquiry. Alternatively call us on
1300 QUINNS (784 667) to book an
appointment.

Tax planning is vital in order to create
a profitable business. Superannuation
contributions, structured salaries, debts and
investments can all potentially save you money
on tax payments. Some of the following actions
could be of use in helping you to reduce your
business tax liability for the 2011 financial year.
Ensure that you meet both mandatory
and maximum superannuation
contribution criteria:
In order to be claimed as a deduction in
the current tax year, employer contribution
payment/s must be made prior to 30 June. By
contributing up to the annual “age-based limits”
you can reduce your business’s taxable income
and potentially gain at least a 30% deduction.
Utilise prepaid expenditure options:

CLI E NT

Name of your business?
Jackman Furniture Transport

What does your business do?

S H E R LI E R E I D

We deliver furniture from factories to
shops, unload containers for furniture
delivery all over Australia, assist with
goods repossession and removal
(household or otherwise) to various
locations on request.

How long have you been operating?
Jackmans started as a small local contractor
in 1974 and developed over the years to be
an Australian-wide delivery firm.

What distinguishes your business from
your competitors?
Quick, efficient, caring and friendly service
with excellent results. We have very few
damages occur, with our qualified and
experienced drivers.
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When I started this business I wished
I’d known…
The wisdom of hindsight, more of life’s
experiences and how to handle different
personalities.

Best business advice anyone has ever
given you?
How to get your accounts out efficiently and
without delay.

What do you think the key to your
success has been to date?
My mothers’ bossy boots! And also
the advice, care, encouragement and
practical help from my family, friends and
consultants.

If your business is eligible then you may be
entitled to pre-pay expenditure on items such as
rent, insurance premiums or advertising, for up
to 12 months and claim these payments as an
immediate deduction.

Realise capital losses to reduce
capital gains tax:
To save on capital gains tax (CGT) and free
up money for more suitable investments, you
could consider selling poor performing assets
that no longer suit your circumstances. Doing
this allows you to use the capital loss you have
incurred to offset a capital gain from another
asset in the same financial year.
Defer Income:
If you believe that you will be in the same or
lower tax bracket next year, you should consider
deferring some income until the following year.
You could save yourself from being pushed into
a higher income tax bracket and getting hit with
a bigger tax bill.
Tax planning can be a very complicated process
due to the variety of factors that all need to
be taken into account, as they contribute to
the amount of tax you are liable to pay. It’s
important to seek professional advice when
it comes to structuring your investments and
superannuation, as well as various other factors
such as those outlined above, in order to
maximise your after tax income.
If you are a business owner or company director
speak to us today about the best way to legally
reduce your 2011 taxation liability. For more
information call 1300 QUINNS to begin creating
your business’s tax plan.

Owning an investment property can be a
rewarding experience, both financially and
emotionally. There are many considerations
other than the purchase cost of the property
that need to be taken on board beforehand.
Apart from the type of property (such as a unit
or house), the location, your financial goals
and the intended time period for keeping
the property; you also need to consider the
following issues:
positive vs. negative gearing
raising of funds – will it be a cash
transaction, or will you need to borrow?
cash flow, does your rent cover your
repayments?
other pre-purchase costs
There are numerous other costs involved such
as bank fees and interest, body corporate
fees and conveyancing costs as well as stamp
duty and other tax liabilities. However, many of
these costs you may be able to claim as a tax
deduction, along with ongoing maintenance
of the property and the process of generating
income from your investment property.
Not all fees and costs that are associated with
an investment property are able to be claimed
as a tax deduction. You are not able to claim a
tax deduction for any expenses that are:
related to the acquisition and disposal costs
of the property, such as the purchase cost,
conveyancing costs, stamp duty on the
property transfer and advertising for the sale
not incurred by you, the property owner,
such as any water or electricity charges that
are incurred by your tenants
not related to the rental and income
generation of the property, such as if you
personally use your holiday home
Whilst you may not be able to claim an
immediate deduction for the above, you may be
able to add these costs to the property’s cost
base to minimise your capital gains tax liability.
Here at The Quinn Group, our experienced
team can assist you with legally minimising
the amount of tax payable on your investment,
along with all of your other investment property
queries.
For more information submit an online enquiry
on our website www.quinns.com.au or call
us on 1300 QUINNS (784 667) to book an
appointment.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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communication and intuitive systems for your
operations.

Legal News
It’s important to always be ready for the next
phase of the business life cycle. Here at
The Quinn Group, our experienced team of
accountants can assist you in preparing for
growth as well as creating and maintaining a
business plan. For more information visit
www.quinns.com.au or call us on 1300 QUINNS.

6. Explore new possibilities and options –
investigate new technologies that can build
efficiency or customer relations, consider new
methods of advertising and distribution, or
conduct research and create an analysis of
the market to try and foresee where growth is
possible or likely.

As the old adage states, “fail to plan and
you plan to fail”. While this may seem a little
worn out, it is still very relevant and true,
particularly when it comes to business. Most
businesses are the result of many years of
hard work and dedication. However, owners
often fail to consider what may happen if
they are suddenly unable to turn up to work,
or if they haven’t adequately planned for
their retirement. Though it is not necessarily
a pleasant thing to think about, much like
making or updating a Will, the last thing
you want is for those years of hard work
to all come to a grinding halt because you
did not consider and implement a business
succession plan.
Business succession planning refers to
assessing, devising and implementing “exit
strategies” for the business owner or owners.

3. Stay conscious of the financial state of the
business – do regular cash-flow planning and
projecting, stick with planned budgets where
possible and consider all possible outcomes
when taking financial risks.

Governing
your Business
Governance focuses on the policies and
mechanisms set in place to administer
and direct your business. Although
many believe that corporate governance
is something reserved only for large
corporations, this is not true. In fact,
good governance is vital to the growth
and success of any business regardless
of size or industry.
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The key values that form the basis of
governance are:
Integrity
Leadership
Competence
Enterprise
Fairness
Commitment
Confidence
Respect
Accountability
Transparency
Governance consists of strategic
planning, appropriate business conduct,
ethical behaviour, ensuring the business
meets compliance requirements, quality
assurance, good human resource
practices, and assessing and managing
business risk.

www.quinns.com.au

Remember that it is important to make
decisions, regardless of the size of your
business, about how you will govern it.
These decisions and processes should
be implemented in such a way that they
filter through all management levels and
impact staff. Creating an atmosphere
where these key values are characteristic
of all staff members and managers is
one of the key performance indicators
for success, as well as staff satisfaction.
Good business governance can help
you to create and implement successful
strategies for your business, giving you
the confidence and determination to
overcome any challenges your business
may face in the future. If you would like
to discuss business governance or get
any SME advice please call The Quinn
Group on 1300 QUINNS.

Trust
Resettlement

Making changes in
your trusts may trigger
a resettlement.

This may be for when there is an unexpected
need for a new owner – such as in the case
of death, disability or significant trauma – or
used for planning for the future, such as
the business owner/s going into retirement,
passing the business on to a family member,
or selling it to a completely unrelated party.
When implemented correctly, a business
succession plan can assist you to address
the issues of when and how the changes to
ownership and management will occur. It can
also help your business to have an improved
chance of survival and success when the
transition to new ownership or management
takes place.
Effective business succession planning
should be concerned with the logistical and
day-to-day implications for the business
should the owner not be around. This

If you are thinking about implementing
modifications to your existing trust, it
is important to consider whether such
changes could result in the requirement
for resettlement of the trust. When a
resettlement happens the original trust
is said to have come to an end, and is
replaced by the new trust. This means
the original trust is deemed to have sold
all of the assets to the new trust for their
market value on the day of resettlement.
As a result, the resettlement of a trust
may also carry various tax implications
for the trustee including capital gains tax,
an inability to recoup tax loss (revenue or
capital) or stamp duty.
For a resettlement to occur there must be
a ‘fundamental change’ in the nature and
character of the trust relationship. This
will depend on the nature and extent of
the change. Adjustments likely to result
in the creation of a new trust are:
changing the beneficial interest in
trust property,

includes considering who will manage the
operations and/or be the new owner and how
the succession would impact the spouse or
beneficiary of the exiting party. Essentially
a risk management strategy, business
succession planning should also involve any
other entities that are operated, managed or
owned by you or your business.
It is extremely important to have plans in place
that will protect not only your lifestyle interests
and needs, but also your intentions for your
business. The Quinn Group are able to provide
business owners with personalised advice on
securing the future of their business.
For more information on succession planning
for your business, call The Quinn Group on
1300 QUINNS or visit our website to submit
an online enquiry at www.quinns.com.au.

adding a new class of beneficiaries
or type of beneficiary,
redefining a class of beneficiaries,
changing terms of the trust or the
rights or obligations of the trustee,
changing the termination date of the
trust (vesting date), and
changing the trust in ways that are
not contemplated by the original
trust deed.
It is important to note that these changes
will not always cause a problem, however
it is necessary that all consequences
are cautiously considered before any
changes are made. In many cases, it may
be practical to obtain a private binding
ruling from the Australian Taxation Office
before making changes to a trust deed.
If you have any questions about
amending your trust or a potential trust
resettlement, contact The Quinn Group
today on 1300 QUINNS or online at
www.quinns.com.au.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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Providing the Total Solution

From the Desk

Marketing News
Social media comprises a variety of mediums for social interaction that can help small
businesses to create, build and maintain relationships with potential or existing customers and
industry experts. It can be an extremely effective way of engaging your market and allows you
to leverage your business.
Amongst the social media offerings available to small businesses, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube
and LinkedIn are the most commonly used websites available.

MICHAEL QUINN
Welcome to the June 2011 issue of The
Quintessential Brief. The end of the financial
year is fast approaching, as are frosty
mornings and a greater appreciation for hot
cups of tea.

• Succession Planning
• Trust Resettlement
• Important Dates
• FREE Tax Record Kit
• Client Spotlight

• Preparing for the End of Financial Year
• Planning for Property Investment

• Getting Ready for Growth
• Governing your Business

• Integrating Social Media
• Giving your Customers More

• Quinns this Quarter
• Quinns in the Community
• Staff Profile
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You may notice a few changes in this edition.
We have introduced a new regular item,
‘Quinns in the Community’, which will highlight
the fundraising activities we have been
involved in each quarter. There are so many
groups in our community that can do with
a helping hand and as a team we decided
this was something we would like to do on
a regular basis as our way of support. So,
each month we will keep you updated with
all the details. We hope you enjoy hearing
about our endeavours and hopefully you may
be inspired to make your own contribution in
some way. We certainly have had fun so far!
In our legal section this quarter we examine
the changes every trust owner, or potential
owner, needs to be aware of that can lead to
trust resettlements being required. We also
look at a variety of reasons why it is important
to have a succession plan for your business.
There are many financial considerations that
you need to be aware of before purchasing
an investment property. We outline a few
of these for budding, and experienced,
investors to take on board. Since it is time
for businesses to start preparing for the end
of financial year and to get their accounts in
order, we provide some suggestions to help

www.quinns.com.au

through this period and potentially legally
minimise your tax.
We explore SME governance and the policies
and mechanisms that can be set in place to
administer and direct your business and if
your business is experiencing or expecting
growth, then you may also like to read our
article on planning for business growth.
Clarity Marketing examines the value of
goodwill and feedback; as well as the
importance of social media for your business.
We hope that you find the information
contained in The Quintessential Brief
beneficial. If there are any legal, tax or
accounting issues that you would like us to
address in future editions, please contact us
on 1300 QUINNS or visit our website www.
quinns.com.au and submit an online enquiry.
You can also register online to receive the
latest legal, accounting and financial news
update each week via our Client Alerts.
Regards,
Michael

A social networking website that can be used
to keep in touch with clients, colleagues and
potential customers. Create a Facebook page
for your business – a page typically contains
basic business information, events and images
that can help to create awareness and build
your brand. Share corporate events and
monitor your reputation online by checking how
many people “Like” your page.

A social media platform that allows you to
view, share and upload videos. By creating
tutorials, behind-the-scenes videos and
staff interviews, businesses can now
communicate with their target market in
a more engaging fashion. Additionally, by
creating innovative and exciting videos,
businesses can differentiate themselves
from their competitors and create a lasting
impression.

A social media platform that allows you
to update your current status, known as
“Tweets”, to let others know what you
and your business are up to. Follow other
users to receive live updates about other
businesses and individuals. Grow your
network and discuss “trending” topics on
Twitter with users that are interested in the
same things you are.

A professional networking website that
allows professionals to build relationships
with other professionals. Users can upload a
resume, create a career profile and discuss
career related topics in the LinkedIn forum.
An increasing number of businesses are
using LinkedIn to recruit, bypassing the
need for human resource firms and their
expensive fees. Users can also recommend
others for job openings and connect them to
professionals in their network.

Social media is a powerful tool available to individuals and businesses. When using social media it
is important to create compelling content, grow your community, expand your network and engage
other users. Remember, it is all about getting your business out there!
If you have any questions or would like help with integrating social media into your existing
marketing campaign, contact Deborah Quinn from Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or email
dcq@claritymarketing.com.au.

Suite 103, Level 1, 105 Pitt St Sydney NSW 2000
P: 0411 139 881 E: dcq@claritymarketing.com.au
www.claritymarketing.com.au

Giving your
Customers More
There has been a lot of talk in the business
world today about the importance of
goodwill. Goodwill is an intangible asset
defined as a kind feeling of approval and
support. It adds value to the company
based on admiration and is of great
importance to businesses. This can add
to the appeal of the product or service on
offer and can even protect your business’
good name against unforeseen incidents.
Some of the aspects of managing goodwill
include the following:

Managing Expectations
The gap between expectation and
experience can make the difference
between success and failure. Large gaps
often result in lower purchases, whereas
small gaps can lead to higher purchases
and increased trust in the business.
Make it very clear what your clients
should expect. Create realistic
expectations of your business - don’t
make ‘puffed-up promises’.
Monitor the experience - make sure it
measures up with what you have said.
Have back-up measures in place in case
something goes wrong.

Listening Smarter
One of the many criticisms that clients
are expressing about companies is their
inability to listen to their concerns. This
fact is alarming as businesses can improve
services and product offerings based on
feedback from clients. Make sure that you:
Demonstrate that your business wants
to listen by offering feedback options.
Let clients lead the conversation by
asking open-ended questions.
Respond to client feedback. Let them
know that what they have said is valued
by thanking them.
It is essential to integrate these activities
into your existing marketing plan in order to
maximise communication with your clients.
If you would like advice on how to develop
goodwill in your business, contact Deborah
from Clarity Marketing on 0411 139 881 or
email info@claritymarketing.com.au.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)
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LIG HTS, CAM E RA, ACTION!
LAU R E N S M ITH

As promised last quarter, here are our photos from our last team event! Amanda organised a fun filled
outing for the team as we played paparazzi around Sydney CBD. Points were gained for photos with
certain landmarks or in peculiar situations; so we broke off into 4 teams and raced against the clock
to get the most photos and hopefully some points! Some teams returned from their race puffed and
exhausted from having run everywhere, while others returned in fits of laughter with ridiculous photos
barely worth any points. All of us had a brilliant time and had many great stories to tell, (along with a
bit of team pride banter) over some drinks and snacks at The Menzies hotel at the end of the day.
With the end of financial year approaching the team at Quinns is going to be at its busiest, so
everyone took time to relax and live it up over the Easter long weekend. Once again we saw team
members set off around the globe; Michael and Deb went to China and Andrew flew over to London
and caught a glimpse of the Royal couple!

S TA R L I G H T C H I L D R E N ' S F O U N D AT I O N
This quarter we decided to get behind the team at Starlight Children’s Foundation Australia and
celebrate Starlight Day (usually May 7th) by throwing a Star Party.
The Starlight Children’s Foundation is a charity dedicated to brightening the lives of seriously ill
and hospitalised children and their families. They provide in-hospital and community based
programs and initiatives and have a presence in 168 hospitals nationally.
The Starlight Children’s Foundation relies on the support of the community, both physically
and financially. In Australia, one child is admitted to hospital every minute and so the need is
always increasing. We loved taking the opportunity to celebrate and support the foundation by
decorating, eating, raising some money and taking time out from our busy weeks to
spend together.

For any assistance please contact Quinns on 1300 QUINNS (784 667)
The Quinn Group is an integrated, accounting, legal, and financial planning practice, offering expert advice to help you achieve your business and
personal goals. With more than 20 years professional experience, we are committed to building long-lasting relationships and providing you with
superior client service in a timely and cost-effective manner. We offer our clients the unique opportunity to receive both financial and legal advice,
at five convenient locations around Sydney and at times that suit you.

Disclaimer: The contents of this document titled “The Quintessential Brief” (the ‘Material’) are provided as general information only. It is not intended to be given as advice and should not be
relied upon as such. If you are concerned about any issue raised by the Material then you should seek your own professional advice. No warranty is given in relation to the accuracy, currency or
completeness of the Material. No reader should act on the basis of any matter contained in this publication without first obtaining specific professional advice. Liability limited by a scheme approved
under Professional Standards Legislation. The Quinn Group respects your privacy. Should you not wish to receive this newsletter in the future please contact us on 1300 784 667.

1300 QUINNS (1300 784 667)

© 2011 The Quinn Group (Australia) Pty Ltd.

If you would like to donate or volunteer with the Starlight Children’s Foundation, please visit
www.starlight.org.au. Also, if there is a charity or foundation that you would like us to
support, please email info@quinns.com.au and let us know about it.

